TRACK RENTAL RULES AND INFORMATION
Due to NHRA, New Jersey State and Insurance regulations; the following guidelines must be followed at all times
during track rentals.
RENTAL DAY--Rentals are from 9:30am to 4:30 pm. Gates open at about 8:30 am. Rental is over at 4:30 sharp. No racer is
permitted to race after the cut off time. Your last run should be no later than 4:15. All cars and crew must vacate following the
rental day unless agreed upon by management.
TECH CARD: Must be filled out and signed by driver and all crew. Front and Back of tech card must be filled out completely. Each
crew person must sign the waiver of the car they are associated with.
ADDITIONS: Track manager reserves the right to add on to track rentals.
TECH REMINDERS:
No antifreeze in cars!!!!
Please check that all fluid fittings are tight
Carburetors must have hood scoop- air filter, no open carb
Seat Belts- Belts are only valid for two years and must be current
Helmets- Snell 2010 & newer (2010 expire 1/1/2022 & 2015 expire 1/1/2027)
9.99 & Quicker; Certified Cage, License, Full Face Helmet
7.49 & Quicker: Adv. ET License, Certified Cage, Full Face Helmet, Appropriate Fire Suit, gloves and shoes, Head & Neck
Restraints—Hans/ Hybrid
RACE DRIVER: Race car must have a number in shoe polish or permanent numbers so the tower can record your runs properly.
Racetrack may request a list of drivers attending rental (Manager will request in advance.) There is NO BRACKET racing (Dial-ins)
available; you are involved in a test and tune. To run No Time you must have N/T clearly written on your car and notify the tower.
ELECTRIC: Dragway DOES NOT supply electric—please bring your own power/ generator.
OILDOWNS: Frequent violations of oil downs, you will be asked to leave the facility. Atco provides a person to handle the clean
up. The Atco employee is in charge and you must respect his ability to direct the cleanup and assure track safety. At no time is it
permitted for the racer to take it upon their selves to clean up a spillage on the racing surface.
To All Racers, Crew Members and Spectators:
RESTRICTED AREA REGULATIONS:
(Due to strict enforcement by the New Jersey State Police we are adding this to our full rules)
A Restricted Area is anywhere past the front of the staging lanes including the basin area leading to the burn out box, starting line and return road.

Any Crew member that wishes to have access to the restricted area must be with a race car and a waiver must be signed before you enter
this area. Signing the waiver should be done at tech when the car is inspected with NO EXCEPTIONS!! Once your car makes its run, you
must vacate the starting line area either through the staging lanes or by the fenced in area near burn out box grandstands. There is no
congregating outside of the fenced in area by anyone! No one is permitted to come to the starting line by way of the return road exit into
the pits. Speed Limit is 15 mph on the return road and 5 mph in the pits. Anyone running out of order or hot lapping will be
disqualified from the event and possibly suspended from the track.

Photographers must sign waiver in the tower and follow all restricted area regulations.

Anyone under the age of 14 must be accompanied by an adult anywhere on Atco Dragway premises.

No one under the age of 17 are permitted in the restricted area alone. They must be with an adult inside a tow vehicle.

No one under the age of 17 is permitted to ride a bicycle, skateboard, scooters, rollerblades, quads or anything that rolls.
Golf Carts

Must follow all restricted area rules and regulations

Must be registered with either an NHRA pit vehicle sticker.

Any adult that occupies a seat next to a minor on a golf cart, quad or any rolling vehicle and permits the minor to steer or control the
vehicle in any way will be subject to a warning. Upon a second violation the adult will be subject to immediate suspension of racing or
participating privileges.
Please remember that all rules and regulations must be adhered to and are for your safety!

SPEED SHOP: Our onsite shop has fuel, tires, nitrous, and a wide arrange of parts. Speed Shop is open when racing—856-768-4700

